WTROOUCTION
Adistribution is stable (y~a,e) if it has the characteristic function (1.1) with Osy, O<as2, 181~1 and with h(u,a) = tan(na/2) for a~l, h(u,l) = 211"-1 log Iu/. Here y is a scale parameter, a is the inde~, and 8 is the symmetry parameter of the stable distribution. If 8=0, then the distribution is sYJl1Iletric, while the distribution is said to be aompZeteZy asymmetria if /81=1 and a<Z. A stochastic process {X{t); te:T} is stable with index a if for n=1,2,...~i.d for arbitrary real numbers al"" ,an and tl''''' t n e: T, the random variable alX(t l )+ ... +anX(t n ) is stable with index a. In particular, as can be seen from (1.1), a collection of independent stable random variables with index a is a stable process.
In this paper, further use of the linear structure is made by restricting attention to the subclass consisting of moving averages, i.e. to stationary processes of the form X(t) =r a(A-t)Z(A), where . {Z(A)}~=_oo is an A independent, stationary stable sequence, or of the form X{t) =fa(A-t)dZ(A)' where {Z(A); -oo<A.<oo} has independent, stationary stable increments. If a=2 the process is nonnal, and it can be represented as a moving average iff its spectral distribution is absolutely continuous. Presently no simple characterization of the class of moving averages of stable processes is known for a<2. Of course normal processes are extensively analyzed but, partly because of the common linear structure, also stable processes with a<Z constitute a class of probability models that is amenable to analysis.
The subject of the present study:.is the asymptotic distribution of extremes of moving averages of stable processes with a<2. As can be seen from e.g. Leadbetter et al. (1976) , a suitable framework for dealing with extremes of stationary processes is the theory of point processes as given in e.g. Kallenberg (1975) used to study the process of exceedances of a high level. Here we will go one step further and adjoin a Tnar'k to each point in the process of exceedances, the mark being the entire sample path of the process, normalized and centered at (a point close to) the upcrossing.
The main results are that both when X(t) has discrete parameter (or
and when X(t) has continuous parameter, the marked point process converges in distribution. The limiting distribution is that of a Poisson process (possibly with multiple points) with independent marks that are distributed as a(-t) multiplied by a certain random variable.
One of the main differences between the nomal distribution (stable with a=2) and stable distributions with a<2 is that the tails of the latter decrease much slower. This leads to a radically different behavior of extremes. For the nomal distribution the tails are of the order 2 e-x /2/x, while for stable distributions with a<2 the tails decrease as -a x This affects extremes of moving averages in two different ways. To fix ideas, consider e.g. maxi~of a process X(t) = la(A-t)Z(A) with discrete parameter. First, extremes increase much slower when a=2 than when a<2, viz. as (log n)~compared with n l / a . Secondly, when the independent sequence {Z(A)} is normal, many of the Z(A)'s, OSAQ1, will be almost as large as the largest one, and X(t) will be large when many rather large Z(APS are added. This entails that the lirniting distribution 2 of H n = max X(t) only depends on La(A) and that it is the same as if lstSn {X(t) } were an independent sequence with the same marginal distributions.
On the other hand~when a<2 the maximum of Z(A) will be much larger than the typical values~and X(t) will be large 1t/hen one very large Z(A) is multiplied by a large a(A). In this case the limiting distribution of r!~depends on max a(A) and on min a(A) aTld is in general not -OO<A<OO -OO<A<OO the same as if X(t) were an independent sequence with the same marginals.
In an earlier paper (Rootzen (1974) 
We are interested in the times Ostl<t 2 <•.
• of occurrence of extreme values of a stochastic process {X(t)} and in the behavior of the smnple paths of {X(t)} near the ti's, and will describe them as a marked point (N,p) . As soon as we have (Borel measurable) random variables in a metric space we may of course consider convergence in distribution, using the theory of convergence in distribution in metric spaces as given in e.g. Billingsley (1968) . For further information on convergence in distribution of point processes see [6] . We regard the tlines O~tI<t2<'" of occurrence of extremes of {X(t)} as a poL~t process N by putting and d i (x,y) = o(xpYi) 7 i~1. Our aim is to prove convergence in distribution of marked point processes, and to this end we need the following simple criterions, which we state as lemmas for easy reference.
and n = (N,Yl'Y2' ... ) be random variables in the product space (5,d 11-+00 sLice p(lfg~-fgill~nl>O) + 0 by (2.6) and the hypothesis of the lemma.
However, 0>0 is arbitrary~so (2.5) follows. 0
Finally, it should perhaps be stressed that the convergence nn~t hat is to be proved in the following sections only says somet.~ing about 
EXTRENES IN DISCRETE THiJE
Let {Z(A)}~=_oo be a sequence of independent stable (l~a~a) random variables. It is immediate that t:oo a ( Given {a(A)}~=_oo satisfying (3.1) a moving average process {X(t) }f=-oo.
is obtained by putting X(t) = r~=_oo a(A-t)Z(A). Let x>O be fixed~take a sequence {h(n)}~=l with h(n)too and h(n)/n -+ 0 but otherwise arbitrary, and define the separated exceedances of xn l/a recursively by putting t nl = inf{t~h(n); X(t»xn l/a } and t ni = inf{t~tn,i_l+h(n); X(t»xnl/a}f or h2. The reason for using separated exceedances is that we want to count several exceedances which are iia fixed distance apart" as one event only. At the end of the section, also ordinary exceedances will be considered.
The time-nonnalized point process N of separated exceedances is then REIvJARICo It would seem more natural to center the marks at the tni's instead of at some Tni'S~ihich are not explicitly defined in terms of X(t), but tmforttmately the limiting distribution then becomes much more complicated. However, using the entire observed structure of the sample path near extremes it is possible to find the centering. PROOF. The essential facts we will use are that X is a moving average and the following simple estimates of the tails of Faa ' the stable (l,a,S) distribution (see Bergstrom (1953) );
as z+-oo (where f-g means f = g(l+o(l)) ) and Obviously S1 has independent components, so according to Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to prove that each of the components converges. From (3.3) we have which by Theorem 3.2 of Leadbetter (1976) proves that N~~No Furthennore,
and it follows that Y~i~Yi and thus that (3.5) holds.
TIle next step is to prove that {t ni -Tni}:=l is tight for i~l~Le.
Now~putting "\i = {jtni-Tnil>kl, we have P('\.i) s P(~,i-l~i) + PC'\.,i-1L
(defining Aiio = n L and by recursion (3.6) follows if we prove
n-+ooL et N be a positive integer, put B n = {Tni>nN} and put C n = {z(t)€n l / Ct A-1 (x-2e:,x] for some t€{O,nN)}. Taking x/3 > e: > 0 we have, for n such that hen) > 2k, that A* . l{t .<T .-k} c {X(t .»nl/ax, Z(t)sn l / Ct xA-1 for It-tnl.·!sk, t .<.nN-k} u B ·11, l.-nl. nl. nl. nl. n c {X(tni»nl/Ctx, Z(t)sn l / cx A-1 Cx-2e:) for It-tnilsk, nN) , and let % be the event that there are time points t', t" (O<t' ,t"<nN)
with It'-tlll s 2k+l and z(t'),z(t") > nl/ae:
Further introduce Xk(t) = L~::k+t a(A-t)z(A) and write F n for the event that sup{IX(t)-Xk(t)l; O<t~nN} exceeds n l / a e. Then {X(tni»nl/ax, Z(t)sn l / a A-l (x-2e) for It-tnil~k, c {Xk(tni»nl/a(x-e), Z(t)Sn 1 / a A-1 (x-2e)
where the last inclusion follows from the fact that if D~occurs, if tk 1 / 0 . . We proceed to estimate the probabilities of the events in the righthand side of (3.8). From (3.5)
as n+oo and, using Boole's inequality and (3.3), and thus have to use h(n)/n+O ·to prove PeEn) -+ O. Nmv (3.7) and thus (3.6) follows.
To prove the remainder of the theorem, introduce yk. = nl
con muous~•~111p les t at nn -.0+ n , W lere n . s t e lstrl utlon that is obtained from (3.2) by putting a(A)=O for IAI>k. Furthennor~' it is immediate from Lemma 2.1 that nk~)-n. Thus~by Lerr.ma 2.2, nn~n follows if we prove that (2.1) holds. The atoms of~are Tnl/n,Tn2/n~.•• and the atoms of N n are tn1/n,tnZ/n, ••• and thus, since it follows from (3.6) that P(!'t"n/n-tn/nl>e:) -+ 0, as~Ve:>O, the hypothesis of Lemma 2.4 is satisfied so (2.1) holds for i=O. Next, by definition be independent stable (1,0:,1) sequences and put xv (t) = la(A-t) (li 13 j l/ct zv (A) and X"(t) = Ia(A-t) (li 13 )l/O:t'(A). Then the stochastic process {XV (t)-X'i(tJ};=_oo has the same distribution as {X(t)}~=_oo and since we are interested only in distributional properties, we may thus consider XV (t) -X"(t) instead of X(t).
Let OS"C~<"C~2<••• be the times when {Zi(t); t20} exceeds n l / ct A-1 (li 13 '\ -l/o.x a:l(!. let O<"C;; <"C ll < . be t"'e tiry~·'~1':
exce s n a TJ Also the joint limiting distribution of heights and locations of the exceedances can be obtahled from Theorem 3.2, but since the limiting distributions are complicated we only give the siinpiest result.
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that {XCt)}:oo satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 and let I'.'k = max X(t). Then l::s;t::s;n p~1n/nl/a::s;x)~exp{-Ca(AaCl+s)+aaCl-S))x-Ct } as~.
PROOF. Obviously PO''h/nl/a::s;x) = P(En([O~l])=O), and the latter probability converges to exp{_cCt(ACtCl+S)+aCtCl_S))x-Ct} by Corollary 3.4. 0
In Theorem 3.2 it is assumed that the independent variables have a stable distribution. tIm' lever , as was noted in the proof of Lennna 3.1, the essential property of the stable distribution is that the tails decrease polynomially. Thus results similar to those above hold for moving averages as S0011 as the tails of the distribution of the independent variables decrease as negative powers of x, e.g. if the independent variables belong to t..lJ.e domain of nonaal attraction of a stable law with exponent et<2.
P10VL·jG AVERJ\GES OF STP,fJlE PROCESSES HI COHTINUOUS TIHE
Consider a stocl1astic process {Z(A); A€R} that has stationary independent increments with ZCO)=O and ZCl) stable (l,a,S). In the sequel 'we will assume that a:tl. The object of study is moving averages~Le. processes of the form X(t) = fa(A-t)dZ(A) with a(l) satisfying (4.1). We always assume that a separable version has been chosen. Our approach is to approximate a(l)
by step functions ak(l) = raiI(i2-k<l~(i+l)2-k) arid thus to approximate X(t) by Xk(t) =La i {Z((i+l)2-k +t)-Z(i2-k +t)}. The necessary estimates are given by the following two lennnas.
LB,~~4.1. Suppose X(t) = rai{Z((i+l)2-k+t)-Z(i2-k+t)}~where rlaila < 00
and where {Z(l); AE:R} has stationary independent increments with Z(O)=O and Z(l) stable (l~a,l)~and put X = sup IX((.R-+t)Z-k) -X(.R-2-k ) I. 
Suppose O<a<l. Then {Z (t.) } has nondecreasing sample paths and hence for 1968) ) that {Y~(t)} and' {Y~(t)} are independent and that Y~(t) has the characteristic runction exp{taCaya(l+~)(f~~(u,x)dx-iUf~x-adx)}.
Similarly {YO(t)} and {Viet)} are independent and Yo(t) has the • Obviously, this condition implies that Llaki 1a < 00 for all k~l. The latter part of the condition perhaps needs some motivation. Suppose that a(A) is continuously differentiable, except possibly at the points {1°2-
Thus the latter part of (4.6) holds with 0 =a-I if e.g. rfki2-k converges as k-+ro, and to require that this holds is rather close to requiring lla'(A) IadA < 00.
LBiY1A 4.2. Suppose that X(t) = !a(A-t)dZ (A), where a(A) is non-negative and satisfies (4.1) and {zeAl; Ae:R} is as in Lemma 4.1. Furthermore put Xk(t) = Ia ki {Z((i+l)2-k +t) -Z(i2-k +t)} (the sum converges, by (4.5) or by (4.6)). If a(A) satisfies (4.5) then, for some constant K'
Ost~J a k -a large enough to make 2 > Caex ,where Cae is a constant. Then the moving average X(t) = fa(A-t)dZ (A) has continuous sample paths.
PROOF. Obviously it is no restriction to assume that Z(O) =O and Z(l) r + _ is stable (l~cx,~), and since fa(A-t)4Z(A) = fa (A-t)dZ(A)+!a (A-t)dZ(A), it is enough to show that each of the tenns is contirruous~Le. we may also assume a(A)~O.
Let {Z I (A); A€R} and {Zli (A): A€R} be independent and have stationary independent increments with Z1(0) = Z11(O) = 0 and Z1 (1), Z"(l) stable (l~a~l) . Then fa(A-t)dZ(A) has the same distribution as ei S )l/afa (A-t)dZ'(A) -ei(3)l/afa(A-t)dZ~~J))_~and thus we may further assume 13=1.
------T he proof proceeds by approximating X(t) by Vk-(tJ-=.
-fak(A-t)dZ(~,_ where ak(t) is defined by the requirement that ak(t)=O, Itl~k', for -k -k k' = kICk) to be specified later, that ak(~2 ) = a(~2 ), = 0,±1, •.
• ±k'zk_1 , and that ak(t) is linear between these points.
Using the definition of the integral as a limit of sums and Abelian summation, it is seen that ("partia1 integration
where the integrals are defined as limits in probability of sums. However, Breliruan (1968), p. 306) , and is thus locally ("+l)Z-k Rieman integrable and hence f 1_ k Z(A+t)dA is a.s. a Rieman integral i2 and is thus a.S. continuous in t, and it follows that also Vk(t) = fak(A-t)dZ(A) is continuous in t a.s.
Hence, if we prove e.g. We have continuous in [O~l] and hence~by stationarity, in all of R. Now, let Xk(t) be as in Lemma 4.2 and put Xl~(t) = L a. .{Z(Ci+l)Z-k+t)-Z(iZ-k+t)}.
lizkl<k '
OstSl OstSl
TI1US~if O<a<l, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.Z give that Choosing e.g. k ' (k) ::: k it follows from (4.5) and the dominated convergence theorem that the righthand side of (4.13) tends to zero as k~~and thus (4.11) holds for O<a<l.
It is no loss of generality to assume oSa in (4.6), and then it can be seen that, regardless of the value of k ' $ ak(A) satisfies (4.6) with K not depending on k and with the same 0 as a(A), and thus if l<a<Z o it follO\vs from Lerrnna 4.Z that the first and the third terms of (4.1Z) are bounded by K ' Z-ko/a 3 a x ·a for large k. Furthermore, by (3.4 k~, and it follows that (4.11) holds also for l<a<Z. lim sup P(ITTi-T~il>2-k)~I e 1 " + l-e 2 + KNe:-a n 2 -a , given on p. 27 and let Yi (t) = Z' a(-t) , t€R, lvith probability ll' / (ll' +1lV!) and Y i (t) = -ZHa(-t), t€R, otheoose. Then the limiting distribution of ny is that of the marked point process (5. with {t Ti -TTi; T~l} tight for each i~l such that TlT~n as T-+oo, where T1r is the marked point process of separated exceedances of TI/ax by • {X(t); t~O} and linere the distribution of n is given by (5.6).
EXTREMES IN CONTINUOUS TIME
SiIlrl.1arly as for the discrete time case, various corollaries concerning the behavior of extremes can be deduced from Theorem 5.2. Here we only give the very simplest result, concerningr1r = sup X(t).
O~t~T COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that X(t) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2. Then as T-+oo.
We have not treated the case a=l above. However, using methods rather similar to those for l<a<2, conditions for the result of Theorem 5.2 to hold can be obtained also for a=l.
• • Finally we note that it is easy to see that all of the limit theorems of this paper are mixing in the sense of Renyi (the first result in this direction is proved in [11] ). Hence they can be extended to cases where the a level is random~and possibly depending on the process X(t).
\;
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